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Abstract 
This presentation will report on the outcomes of a pilot captioning/transcription project 
completed by staff at the MIT Libraries in 2023. The pilot is a crucial first step for determining 
how to caption digitized and born-digital audiovisual content at a larger scale so that open 
content can be made available online in compliance with MIT’s accessibility standards. Staff will 
describe how they selected a sample of both audio and video recordings from MIT's archival 
collections, submitted the recordings to three different captioning services, and compared the 
results to determine if there is a best service overall or if a certain service works best for 
particular situations. Presenters will share the details of their workflow for completing this 
project, as well as their methods for assessing the results. This presentation will be relevant for 
organizations considering how they will support accessibility for their own born-digital materials 
and for on-demand or mass AV digitization efforts.  
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